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Donations
Membership dues supply the General Fund and
pay the basic expenses of running the CAOA and
publishing the News Caster.
OFFICERS

We also have several mission specific funds
which are sustained by member contributions.
Donations to any of these funds are appreciated,
help fulfill the CAOA’s mission, and are tax
deductible.
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Editor

Funds
General Fund – funded by membership dues, this
fund allows us to maintain a website, publish the
News Caster, and pay for other business
expenses.
Gaylord B. Castor Research Fund – a fund set up
as a bequest by the estate of Gaylord B. Castor,
one of CAOA’s founders. It is used to fund
research.

Leo Heinl
Publications Fund – this fund is used for
2815 Waterview Dr
producing all CAOA publications except for the
Apt. #1712
newsletter and directory.
Grand Prairie, TX 75050-0621
News Caster – although the newsletter is funded
by the General Fund, any donations designated
APPOINTED POSITIONS
for the News Caster allows use of the General
Barbara (BarB) Andrews
Fund for other purposes.
19627 West Huron Land
DNA Fund – established in 2006, the DNA Fund
Buckeye, AZ 85326
is used for testing and DNA related activities.
The use of DNA testing has been a great help in
Kenneth (Ken) Custer
definitively identifying ancestor lines and often
15804 Cedar Elm Ter
validates the paper trail.
Land O Lakes, FL 34638
custerk@aol.com

Website
Coordinator
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DNA Project
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BarB Andrews

Publications
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ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP DUES
NEW MEMBER ………….. $20.00
RENEWALS ……………… $15.00
CONTRIBUTING ………... $25.00
GIFT MEMBERSHIP ……. $20.00
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Newsletter
Membership Directory
Access to Private Member’s Mail List
Access to ‘Members Only’ CAOA website
Access to Archives
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A Message from the President
Dear CAOA Members,
Another fall is here. It’s just amazing how time
really flies. Eight and a half months ago it was
January. Then June was here and we’re like wow
it’s already June. Now it’s October and we’re
getting ready for Halloween and next up is
Thanksgiving and then we’re full swing in the
Christmas holiday season.
One event that takes place during the fall is the
dropping of the leaves from the trees. The turning
of the leaves is a big event in many areas of the
United States but to others it signifies the coming
of winter and those cold days when the wind and
snow whip around, unless of course you’re
fortunate to live in an area of the US where you’re
not effected by extreme cold and snow.
The leaves that stay on and actually grow are
the leaves that we put on our family trees and
these never fade and turn color but remain
constant. Finding an ancestor and collateral
relatives and adding them to our tree is why we do
this thing called genealogy. Even during the
coldest and grayer days of the winter we have
some color in our lives!
Our newsletter has some color as well. We
printed our last issue in color and this issue was a
combined two quarter issue. Many thanks and
congratulations are due Ken Custer on his first
edition as our editor.
This issue will revert back to black and white
printing for those who received a hard copy via
USPS. Printing in color is very expensive and
cost prohibitive to our society. We also do not
receive better pricing because we are currently
only printing fifty copies. Our membership
numbers approximately 120 members and of that
74 of our members receive their newsletter
electronically. Of the 46 that are mailed out 38
have valid email addresses on file and 8 of our
members do not have access to a computer.
There’s no way we’re going to stop printing our
newsletter and mailing it out to those who still
wish to receive a hard copy. I personally believe
that even though I elect to receive my newsletter
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that even though I elect to receive my newsletter
electronically our members who do not have
access to a computer should not be penalized. I
cancelled my membership in another society
because they refused to mail a hardcopy to those
who had no way to print it out.
With the reduced number of copies that we’re
printing comes a higher cost for printing fewer
copies. As I stated above we have approximately
120 members. If we say that everyone renews at
$15 each year then we’re looking at $1,770 that
come in thru memberships. It costs us roughly
$427.50 per issue to print and mail the newsletter.
That number is based on a 24 page newsletter and
includes printing and postage. We do have three
international members so the postage is slightly
higher to Canada. The total cost for four issues
per year is approximately $1,710. This cost does
not reflect the cost to print the member directory
every other year.
At our last board meeting I put forth a motion
to raise the membership by $5 for those who
wanted a hardcopy mailed. That motion was
seconded and voted on unanimously so beginning
in 2018 if you wish to continue to receive the
newsletter electronically please check the box on
the membership form and include an extra $5. If
you wish to convert to electronically only please
ensure that you include a valid email address on
your renewal.
Ed Castor has been very diligent about
supplying the link to the member’s only area every
time the News Caster is released. As Ed mentions
in this edition there is a new members only ID and
password so please contact the CAOA Board to
get the new login information. Remember you
can download all of the previous editions of the
newsletter since the society’s inception. The great
thing about the newsletter being online is that you
can take it with you on your computer, or a thumb
drive or look it up on the road (if you have access
to Wi-Fi)! You don’t have to carry a box of paper
with you in your genealogical travels.
The last thing I would like to address is our
declining membership and the need for articles for
our newsletter. We need everyone’s help in both
of these areas. Each year we get word that one of
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(continued from page 3)
of these areas. Each year we get word that one of
our cousins has passed and become an ancestor.
The board welcomes your ideas on how we can go
about attracting new members and retaining our
membership.
We also lack articles for our newsletter each
month. Ken’s job is to put the newsletter together.
As our editor it’s not his job to write everything
for it. Please, please, please – if you have
something to share whether it be a family story,
family pictures, a tip for breaking thru that brick
wall and other genealogy items that you know
would benefit your fellow genealogists please
don’t hesitate to share them with Ken. Nothing is
too small to go into our newsletter. Your articles,
etc. will help us get our newsletter out in a timelier
manner.
Remember as you pick up leaves this fall to
look at one and picture one of your ancestors and
add them to your tree!
Send to

Ken Custer
custerk@aol.com

PORTSMOUTH- David Mark Castor, 61, passes
away in his home on November 13, 2017 after
fighting a valiant battle with cancer. He was born
in Melrose Park, Illinois and was predeceased by
his parents, Richard and Rita Castor; and sister,
Dawn Schlutz. He graduated from Proviso West
High School in 1973. After serving in the U.S. Navy
as a hospital corpsman from 1975-1979, he
worked at an antique store in Tidewater until he
married his soul mate, Deborah Akiss, in 1981,
and joined her at the Marine Corps base in Hawaii
and later Connecticut.
In 1988, they moved back to Tidewater, where he
pursued a career in high rise maintenance at the
Harbor Tower Apartments in Portsmouth for over
25 years. David was an active member of Grove
Park Baptist Church, serving as a deacon, singing
tenor in the choir and maintaining the church as
the property chair.
A proud father of two, Sean Paul (30) and Amber
Marie (27), he is also survived by his wife
Deborah; two sisters, Patrice Heinz and husband
John, and Therese Ann Ask and husband Brian;
three brothers, Paul Castor and wife Aleta, Sean
Castor and wife Louisa, and Al Castor and partner
Chris; a brother-in-law, Jim Schultz; and other inlaws, nieces, nephews, cousins, aunts and uncles.
The family will receive friends at Sturtevant
Funeral Home, Portsmouth Blvd. Chapel on
Wednesday from 7-8:30 PM. A funeral service will
be held on Thursday, Nov. 16, at 11 AM in Grove
Park Baptist Church, 1400 Rodman Ave.,
Portsmouth, 23707. Burial with military honors
will follow at Albert G. Horton, Jr. Veterans
Cemetery, Suffolk. In lieu of flowers, contributions
may be made to the church.

http://www.getnamenecklace.com/photo-jewelry21
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NEW CAOA ONLINE
REGISTRATION AND
RENEWAL FORM
Thanks, Ed Castor, for designing
and publishing this quick and
easy Registration and/or Renewal
Form!

Ed’s recent post on our CAOA
Facebook Page: “I just helped
my sister-in-law renew her
membership online. After you fill
out the form you are directed to
PayPal. You can select the option
at the bottom, ‘Pay by credit
card’. After you fill out the
information and submit it,
PayPal pops up again and asks
you to create a PayPal account,
you don't have to do that. Once
your credit card is approved you
are done. This seems to create
some confusion. Unfortunately at
this point there are no other
options. At this point it's still the
easiest way to renew.”
Why not consider giving a
relative or friend a gift
subscription? This would be a
great way to get the younger
folks involved.
Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4
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her great-grandmother was born her father whose
surname was Kiester was living and working in
Arcanum, Ohio near where his maternal
grandparents had settled decades earlier. During
her visit to Darke County, Katherine had the
opportunity to visit the Garst Museum where she
learned about Darke County, Ohio and about how
this county was the birthplace of legendary 19th
century female sharpshooter Annie Oakley.

Creating Early Colonial Connections Via Kiester Ancestors

When author Katherine Dimancescu sent an
email to the Garst Museum in Greenville, Ohio in
early 2010 she had not idea it would connect her
to a distant cousin and open new ancestral
research doors which would eventually lay
foundations for two books about some of her
maternal ancestors. Katherine sent the email as
she was keen to learn more about her maternal
ancestors ancestors Mary (Bashore) and Peter
Kiester and Mary’s parents Susannah and
Benjamin Bashore who had moved into an area
near Darke County, Ohio in the 19th century from
Pennsylvania. Katherine’s email was answered by
a woman who worked at the museum and she
shared the unexpected news that she shared
Bashore family connections and that she had
researched both the Kiester and Bashore families.

When Katherine returned home with new Kiester
ancestral notes she realized how many doors to the
past had been unlocked by a chance connection
made through the Garst Museum. These new
Kiester family insights came at an opportune time
as she was writing her first book a non-fiction
narrative called The Forgotten Chapters: My
Journey into the Past. What she discovered when
writing it was that through her Kiester forebears
she was connected to the Palatine Migration of
1709 and and before that through one branch of
her Kiester family line the Mayflower & Great
Migration a period of immigration into New
England spanning a period from 1620 to about
1640 on the eve of the English Civil War.

Ms. Dimancescu’s Kiester family research laid a
foundation for a subsequent second book which
also pays tribute to courageous ancestors on her
broader Kiester family tree who settled in what is
now the United States of America long before the
American Revolution. In late summer 2017 her
second book Denizens: A Narrative of Captain
George Denison and His New England
Contemporaries was published. When asked what
In the spring of 2010 after having flown to Ohio her favorite chapters were to write Ms.
Katherine found seated at the kitchen table of her Dimancescu answered that one of them was the
new distant cousin who had extensive ancestral one concerning heirloom apple cultivation in New
research to share. Katherine learned about how the England starting in Roxbury in the 1630s with the
Bashore ancestors they shared were part of a mass Roxbury Russet. When she was writing it she
migration from Germany to what is now upstate thought about John Chapman also known as
New York in 1709 and that they were part of a Johnny Appleseed taking apple seeds to Ohio and
group now called “Palatine Germans.” Hundreds parts of the Midwest right around the same time
of years of family history were discussed over a that her Bashore and Kiester ancestors were
cup of tea as family trees were carefully examined settling in Darke County, Ohio. Her search for
and connections between Kiester and Bashore apples cultivated by some of her maternal
ancestors established. Katherine learned that when ancestors also led to the discovery of the Dennison
her
great-grandmother
apple named in honor
of some of them2017
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Redding apple named in honor of some of them
and the possibility that some of her maternal
ancestors had orchards with Roxbury Russet apple
trees as they were living in Roxbury (now
Roxbury, Massachusetts) in the 1630s.
Both of Ms. Dimancescu’s books The Forgotten
Chapters: My Journey into the Past & Denizens: A
Narrative of Captain George Denison and His
New England Contemporaries recount stories and
events deeply rooted in the past which are part of
the ancestral legacies passed down to her by her
Kiester forebears. Via land and sea and with the
assistance of distant cousins, genealogists, and
researchers Ms. Dimancescu has traversed a
research route which led from Germany to upstate
New York, and then to the Plymouth,
Massachusetts and the Mayflower, and to the
Massachusetts Bay Colony where her Winthrop
forebears were living when The Bay Psalm Book
(the most expensive printed book to sell at auction
to date) was printed. Her narratives transport
readers back to a time before the current popular
farm to table movement when her ancestors were
establishing farms in southern New England and
creating orchards in which they cultivated what
have become heirloom apples. Her narratives
forge strong connections to the past while
fostering an appreciation in the present of the
courage, fortitude, and indomitable resolve of the
native
denizens
and
their
European
contemporaries who shaped early colonial New
England’s colonies and communities. As her focus
has been primarily the 17th & 18th centuries she
looks forward to the prospect of writing future
non-fiction narratives which focus on her Kiester
and Bashore ancestors as their stories are equally
as captivating as the ones she has previously
researched.

FACT CHECK ON AARON SAGER
By BarB Andrews
Mrs. Emma (Kester) Cutler had sent a letter to the
Hazleton chief of police questioning whether the
William Kester who was recently murdered could
be her father who had gone missing thirty-two
years before. The letter was published by the
Hazleton Standard Sentinel causing speculation
as to the marital status of William Aaron Sager
came forth stating that he was William’s first
cousin and that he knew for a fact that William
had never been married. A brief search of Arron’s
family did not prove that Aaron was William’s
first cousin, but it was determined that Aaron’s
parents were Daniel Sager and Susannah (Kester)
Sager. Susannah was born about 1789 and died in
1880 in Sugarloaf Township, Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania.
William’s father was Conrad Solomon Kester,
who was born in 1783. If Aaron was William’s
first cousin, he would have been the child of one
of Conrad Solomon’s siblings. In other words,
Susannah would have been the sister of Conrad
Solomon. A brief search for Susannah’s parents
has not been able to verify this relationship.
Because of the proximity of the families and the
birth surname of Aaron’s mother, it seems quite
likely that Aaron was related to William.
If any member can throw more light onto this
relationship, please contact the CAOA board at
caoa-genes.org.
Sources:
Hazleton Sentinel 30 January1896 Source Information: Castor
Association of America Archive.
Daily Standard 31 January 1896 Source Information: Castor
Association of America Archive.
Hazleton Sentinel 12 October 1897 Source Information: Castor
Association of America Archive.
BarB Andrews
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MURDER INVESTIGATION HEATS UP
AFTER MORE THAN A DECADE
by BarB Andrews

The murder of the Kester brothers which occurred
in 1885, is still fresh in the minds of many
residents in the Sugarloaf Valley of Luzerne
County, Pennsylvania, the Hazleton Sentinel
reported in January of 1896. When interviewed by
a reporter from the newspaper, the residents
seemed to agree that it was a horrible crime
committed against two innocent and inoffensive
men, and the murders should be avenged. A
number were hopeful, despite the lack of success
of investigators to capture and convict the
perpetrators, that eventually they would be caught.
A popular and ancient phrase expressed by many
was that “murder will out”.
One man who was interviewed by the Sentinel
reporter was Mr. John Hutton of Conyngham,
considered a prominent citizen and usually well
informed on events in the area. Mr. Hutton said
that he believed that it was true that detectives
were investigating the case again and that new
evidence has been discovered. He also thought
that some startling developments were in progress.
He also informed the reporter that those investing
the crime were doing so quietly, and that he should
not mention names until the success of the
investigation was announced.
Constable John Duser was interviewed and he
agreed that the reporter could announce that the
case was again being investigated. He also told the
reporter that he had evidence that would convict
the guilty parties. He would not name the suspects,
but he said that they were not the persons who had
previously been suspected of committing the
crime. He anticipated arrests in the next few days.

surrounding area. Their interviews of people in the
vicinity made them believe that many people had
a very clear memory of the day of calamity. Their
descriptions of the people who were prowling
around the area on that day were very clear down
to the kind of shoes one of the men was wearing.
The descriptions of a variety of people matched up
so completely that it seemed the official
investigators would have been able to identify the
criminals and get enough evidence to convict
them.
They were not alone in their frustration in the lack
of success in apprehending the guilty parties. A
Mr. John Kennedy had been interested in the
crime and noticed the activity of the reporters. In
comparing notes, they seemed to agree with
information that Mr. Kennedy had found. The
Commissioners of Luzerne County had paid
Barring & Company $50,000 during the last year
to investigate murders within the county, yet the
reporters were aghast that the most heinous of the
murders occurring in the county had not been
solved.

A very interesting though strange paragraph
showed up in the Hazelton Sentinel of 12 October
1897. Since the information in this paragraph does
not relate to any information previously
mentioned in the newspapers available it is
presented here:

Farmer Hoffman who notified the neighbors the
morning after the deed was committed told his
story long ago and the public are familiar with it.
The public knows very little of the Hebrew who
Apparently more than a few days passed before
entertained the men whose clothes were stained
the startling developments were announced. A
with blood.
group of newspaper reporters visited the crime
scene on the eleventh of October 1897. Though The neighbor who warned the bachelors two days
the home where the murders had occurred was in advance that they were to be robbed is still in
now a chicken coop, they examined it and the the locality and, while his reputation for
is not quite of the highest order, he
surrounding
area. Their interviews of people in thePagetruthfulness
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truthfulness is not quite of the highest order, he
tells some queer things that must furnish a clue.
The most important of all however is the finding
of the Hebrews, and whose statements when
secured in a reliable way, promise to reopen this
case and bring it once again to the attention of the
public.
The reader may make what they will of this part of
the article. The reporter seems quite serious about
his urgency to solve the case of the Kester
murders, it should be noted, however, that in the
same article the question is asked, “Who murdered
James and Harry Kester?” “The boy George who
was the first to find the bodies” is also mentioned
as still giving a vivid description of the horrors of
that evening. Perhaps the correct names of the
victims were not so important.
The reporter ends by insisting that if this crime
goes unavenged, the farmers of the area cannot
feel secure, and that the commissioners need to
take action and encourage the prosecution.”

http://www.caoa-genes.org/archives.html
ANNIE EVELAND IN TROUBLE
Annie Eveland, the wife of Joseph
Eveland, one of the men accused of killing the
Kester brothers was called before a judge. The
charge against her was keeping a house of ill
repute and keeping a disorderly house. She was
acquitted of the first charge and found guilty of
the second.
Source: Untitled, undated newspaper article. Source
Information: Castor Association of America Archive.

Sources:
Hazleton Sentinel 30 January1896 Source Information: Castor Association of America Archive.
Hazleton Sentinel 12 October 1897 Source Information: Castor Association of America Archive
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Ken
Custer
I would like to first thank everyone who has
contributed to this publication and encourage
each of you to share your own family history
information for future use. I want to especially
thank (cousin) Leo Heinl for providing his own
experiences with the Sons of the American
Revolution (SAR). As a member himself, he
thought there might be CAOA members who
would be interested in joining SAR.
In an email, Leo stated, “I belong to the Sons of
the American Revolution due to my ancestry to
Benjamin Caster (1741-1826). If you want to put
a small note into the newsletter notifying anyone
who might have an interest that a direct
descendent of Benjamin is eligible through
documented proof (census records, death or birth
certificates, burial records, wills of probate, etc)
of lineage. The website is www.sar.org. Plenty of
information and drop downs on how to become a
member. Also allows you to find a local chapter
and the local chapter will provide help and
guidance...at least mine was extremely helpful. I
have 4 membership certificates, as I was able to
identify and document 4 patriot ancestors. I pay
my dues, but am not active. There is a national
due, a state due and a local chapter due and I
believe the state and local chapter dues would
vary from location to location. I think I pay about
$60 per year total.”

As luck would have it, Leo and I share a common
ancestor, Conrad Custer (1695-1772). Conrad
was married to Susannah Adams Custer (16921747).

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/5582056/conrad-custer

Fulks Run, Rockingham County, Virginia, USA

Paul Custer (1730-1820) is my direct ancestor
and he and Benjamin were brothers. Conrad’s
brother, Nicholas (& wife, Susanna), is General
George Armstrong Custer’s ancestor (line).
The following several pages are focused on the
SAR. I have submitted my request to join The
Withlacoochee Chapter _ Florida Sons of the
American Revolution (SAR).

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/39698972/benjamin-castor
https://books.google.com/books/about/Benjamin_Castor_1741_1826_and
_descendant.html?id=K085AAAAMAAJ
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SAR Genealogical Research Library
(502) 589-1776
www.sar.org
Genealogical Library:

Membership in the society is open to any male of
"good repute" who can prove lineal bloodline
descent from an ancestor who actively supported
the American Revolution. Acceptable ancestors
include:
military veterans of the American
Revolutionary War, including those who served in
the Continental Army, Continental Navy, and state
militias and navies signers of the Declaration of
Independence members of the Continental
Congress civilians who provided arms or supplies
to the American cause people who served on
political bodies supporting the Revolution, signed
oaths of allegiance, or those who gave similar
support to the Patriot cause. Soldiers and sailors
from allied nations such as France and Spain who
fought in support of American independence. No
state society or chapter may discriminate against
an applicant on the basis of race or creed. The
SAR claims a membership of over 35,000
members in over 550 chapters representing all 50
states in the United States, as well as societies in
Canada, Mexico, France, Spain, Germany,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Overall,
about 175,000 descendants have been admitted
since the founding of the S.A.R. in 1890.

Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4

The National Society
of the Sons of the
American Revolution
has held a collection
of
genealogical
reference dating back
to 1889. Materials
were originally kept
by the Secretary
General or Registrar
General up until
1926,
when
the
materials were moved
to the Registrar General's office in Washington,
D.C., in 1927, this collection was moved to the
recently purchased Sixteenth Street Headquarters
Building, and the collection had grown to 914
books by 1933. From this point until the move of
Headquarters from Washington, D.C., to
Louisville, Kentucky, the book collection grew at
a rapid pace, growing to approximately 25,000
items by 1988. At this point, the Library was on
the Second floor of the Headquarters building on
South Fourth Street, and possessed a 544-squarefoot vault for books not out in the library due to
space. Because of continuing growth, the SAR
Library was moved in 2010 to a renovated
building on West Main Street in the heart of the
Historic Museum District of downtown Louisville.
By this point, the Library collection had grown to
over 58,000 items, mostly covering the
Revolutionary War period, but also containing
other genealogical materials. The library
collection includes family histories, state
genealogy
materials,
federal
censuses,
Revolutionary War pension applications, and CD
collections, and the library separates materials
based on State. The library also provides access to
online
research
databases,
including
Ancestry.com, Footnote.com, and Heritage Quest
Online.
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SAR Patriot Records Search
The SAR Patriot Record Index is a database
combination of the previous SAR Revolutionary
War Graves Registry, information from the SAR
Patriot Index CD (2002), additional information
and updates from various state grave registry
databases and patriot biographical sketches
submitted to tell the story of our patriot
ancestors. Visitors will be directed to an external
database site in order to access the SAR Patriot
Record Index.

Symbolism of the SAR insignia:
The SAR insignia consists of a Maltese cross
surrounded by a garland, with a relief of George
Washington in a center circle.
The cross's vertical bar represents the
commandment "You Shall Love Your God"; the
horizontal bar represents the commandment "You
Shall Love Your Neighbor as Yourself." The four
limbs are a reminder of the four cardinal virtues;
its eight points represent eight spiritual
injunctions:
To have spiritual contentment
To live without malice
To weep over your sins
To humble yourself at insults
To love justice
To be merciful
To be sincere and open-hearted
To suffer persecution
Surrounding the relief of Washington in the center
are the words "LIBERTAS ET PATRIA," a
reminder of the United States Declaration of
Independence and the United States Constitution.
The insignia is normally worn suspended by a
ribbon of blue, white and gold (buff) on the
wearer's left breast. National officers and former
state and chapter presidents wear the insignia
suspended from a neck ribbon of the Society's
colors. On other occasions a rosette in the
Society's colors is worn on the wearers left lapel.
Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4

This database will continue to expand as new
patriots and graves are found and biographical
sketches are submitted as well as when new
members are approved for SAR membership. This
database is available for the purpose of general
research and possibly assisting with the SAR
membership process. The sources contained
within this database, including patriot biographical
sketches, are not acceptable as proof of service for
an SAR application. Applicants and researchers
must still find the original reference to the service
when submitting an SAR application. Please be
aware that the Patriot & Grave Registry is not a
comprehensive list of all the individuals who
served in the American Revolutionary War.
This database is a work in progress. SAR
volunteers are attempting to eliminate duplicates,
make additions to records when new data becomes
available, and add new records and or biographical
sketches for patriots as these ancestors are vetted.
Please consult the Patriot & Grave Index
tutorial or the Patriot Biographies tutorial for
further details when navigating the resource.
Visitors and researchers may submit comments,
corrections, and new information to the Patriot
Index
Committee
by
email
at
patriotgraves@sar.org. When submitting a
change or correction, please include the patriot’s
reference number, citations, and references to
support the requested change, along with any
relevant follow up contact information. Patriot
biographical sketches are requested to be submitted
on the NSSAR Patriot Grave Biography Report. Please
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include the name of the submitter, his SAR
Member National Number, and the chapter and
state-level society. Non-members are also
encouraged to submit a biographical sketch. Keep
biographies to between 200 and 500 words in
length. Completed forms related to only a
biographical submission should be sent via email
to patriotbios@sar.org.

The organization should not be confused with the
Sons of the Revolution (SR), a separate
descendants heritage organization founded on
February 22, 1876 by businessman John Austin
Stevens and members of The Society of the
Cincinnati. SAR Founder William Osborn
McDowell disagreed McDowell disagreed with
the Sons of the Revolution requirement at that
time that all societies were to be subordinate to
the New York society.
(Reference)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sons_of_the_American_Revolution

The National Society of the Sons of the
American Revolution (SAR or NSSAR) is a
congressionally chartered organization located in
Louisville, Kentucky. It is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
corporation that describes its purpose as
"maintaining and extending the institutions of
American freedom, an appreciation for true
patriotism, a respect for our national symbols, the
value of American citizenship, and the unifying
force of "e pluribus unum" that was created, from
the people of many nations, coming together as
one nation and one people." Sons of the American
Revolution is a patriotic organization. Its members
are male descendants of people who served in the
American Revolutionary War (1775-1783), or who
contributed to establishing the independence of
the United States. The society is dedicated to
perpetuating American ideals and traditions, and
to protecting the Constitution of the United States.
Holidays of commemoration and memorializing
for Constitution Day (September 17th, 1787), Flag
Day (June 14th, 1777), and Bill of Rights Day
(December 15th, 1791) were established through
its efforts. The society was founded on April 30,
1889. It has members in the United States,
Canada, France, Germany, Mexico, Spain,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom (Great
Britain). Its national headquarters are in
Louisville, Kentucky.
Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4

The National Society, Daughters of the American
Revolution (DAR) is an organization of women
who can prove direct lineal descent from a patriot
who served or aided in the American Revolution.
The organization was founded in 1890 for the
purpose of promoting historic preservation,
education and patriotism. For more information,
you can contact them directly at the National
Society of the Daughters of the American
Revolution 1776 D St., NW Washington, DC
20006-5303, telephone: 202-628-1776.
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A ground-breaking ceremony for the library was
held in 2001 at the 111th Annual Congress in
Louisville. The overall project was designed to be
developed in phases, with the first one being
actual construction of the 8,500-square-foot
building and attendant courtyard at a cost of
approximately $2.1 million.

A History of the Center for Advancing
America’s Heritage and The SAR Foundation
The Trustees of the National Society of the Sons
of the American Revolution recognized over a
decade ago the need for increased education
efforts to ensure that Americans, especially young
Americans, learn the key lessons of the American
Revolution and started in motion plans which have
led to today’s SAR Center for Advancing
America’s Heritage (CAAH) and the SAR
Foundation (SARF).
In 2000, the Trustees approved the development of
plans for an approximately 5,000-square-foot
expandable library/administration building. The
Executive Committee created a Charitable Giving
Task Force with a goal of raising $10 million.
Delegates to the 110th Annual Congress
unanimously approved construction of what was
then conceived as the George Rogers Clark
memorial library of the SAR on land already
owned across from the National Headquarters.

Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4

On October 2, 2002. The SAR Foundation, Inc.
was incorporated as the fundraising arm of the
SAR under the leadership of President General
Larry D. McClanahan (2001-2002). President
General Howard F. Horne, Jr., PhD (1999-2000)
was elected the Foundation’s first President &
Chief Operating Officer and served until 2004. A
$6 million capital campaign, “Advancing
America’s Heritage,” was launched under the
leadership of Compatriot Charles F. Bragg to raise
funds for a new SAR Genealogical Library and for
an Endowment Fund that would provide a
permanent source of support for the Library and
other SAR programs.
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In 2003, noting that the founding principles of our
nation and the sacrifices of our founders were
being marginalized in schools across America,
President General B. Rice Aston (2002-2003)
announced the creation of the SAR Center for
Advancing America’s Heritage. Fundraising
Chairman Charles F. Bragg inaugurated the
CAAH Awards in recognition of compatriot
generosity at various levels with certificates,
medals, and lapel pins marking distinctive giving.
The
Aston-Horne
Administration
noted
compatriots responded quickly and offered $1.5
million in pledges and cash and the Brown
Foundation committed $300,000 toward the
project to preserve our history and heritage.
Following the terms of President General
Raymond G. Musgrave (2003-2004) as SARF
Chairman and SARF President & Chief Operating
Officer Howard Horne (2002-2004), President
General Henry N. McCarl (2004-2005) succeeded
as SARF Chairman and Compatriot Jack London
succeeded as President & Chief Operating Officer
and served until 2008 when he became SAR’s
Treasurer General.
During the successive terms of President General
Roland G. Downing (2005-2006) and President
General Nathan E. White (2006-2007) as SARF
Chairmen and under the leadership of SARF
President & Chief Operating Officer London,
SAR’s fundraising objective clearly shifted from
preserving books and artifacts in a new library and
museum to preserving America’s Heritage in the
new SAR Center for Advancing America’s
Heritage. President London’s leadership led to the
hiring of SARF’s first Development Director, first
fundraising consultant and first “direct mail”
consultants. London not increased the number of
SARF contributors to but increased the size of
contributions by incentivizing larger gifts with
naming opportunities in the new Center.
Just as the project had evolved from a library
expansion to the creation of a SAR Center to
preserve America’s Heritage, the project also
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preserve America’s Heritage, the project also
evolved from a modest expansion across the street
to a spectacular expansion across town. In 2007,
President General Bruce Wilcox (2007-2008)
seized the opportunity to put the Center in the
heart of Louisville’s museum and cultural district
on W. Main Street. As SARF Chairman, Wilcox
won Trustee approval to purchase the historic
Fulton Conway Building, located directly across
the street from the Louisville Slugger Museum &
Factory and several doors east of the Frazier
International History Museum.
Another significant development during the
Wilcox-London
Administration
was
the
organization of a Capital Campaign Planning
Committee led by Compatriot Samuel Powell,
PhD. The Capital Campaign Planning Committee
surveyed
SAR’s
membership,
Corporate
Louisville, and Corporate America to determine if
there was sufficient interest to sustain a Capital
Campaign. With positive survey results, SARF
launched a $10 million Capital Campaign under
the chairmanship of Powell. A State Challenge
was launched under the leadership of CoChairmen Lindsey Brock and George Thurmond
to encourage and recognize an average gift of
$250 per state.

In 2009, SARF PresidentSeptember/December
& Chief Operating
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In 2009, SARF President & Chief Operating
Officer Jack London succeeded Charles F. Bragg
as SAR’s Treasurer General. London was replaced
by Compatriot I. Barnett Ellis, who served as
SARF President & Chief Operating Officer
through the rest of Chairman David N. Appleby’s
Administration (2008-2009). Compatriot William
Allerton III was appointed to the SARF Board to
fill Treasurer General London’s unexpired term.
Allerton’s first contribution to the SARF Board
was to introduce the SARF Streamer Award to
recognize the generosity of SAR State Societies
and Chapters.

Publication of The Castor Association of America (CAOA)

General Butler quickly seized the momentum and
on August 25, 2009, signed contracts to begin
construction at the Fulton Conway Building site.
Other notable accomplishments of the ButlerAllerton Administration was the publication of
SARF’s first Annual Report, the introduction of
commemorative lapel pins to incentivize smaller
contributions while broadening the contribution
base, endorsement of a $1 million Capital Outlay
from the Kentucky State Assembly by the Mayor
of Louisville and Greater Louisville, Inc.
(Chamber of Commerce), increased Louisville
foundation giving, and provided new regulations
to safeguard the corpus of SAR youth award
endowments.

At the 120th Annual Congress, President General J.
David Sympson (2010-2011) succeeded President
General Butler and Compatriot William Allerton
III was re-elected President & Chief Operating
Officer. The pinnacle of the Sympson-Allerton
Administration was the dedication of the SAR
Genealogical Research Library. On September 25,
2010, President General Sympson dedicated the
SAR Library to “Liberty & Learning,” quoting
Founding Father James Madison, who said: “What
spectacle can be more edifying or more
seasonable, than that of Liberty & Learning, each
leaning on the other for their mutual & surest
support?” SARF continued its highly successful
series of commemorative lapel pins in recognition
of generosity to the Annual Appeal, retained new
Advertising and Internet consultants, raised the
most ever at an Annual Congress ($160,000),
launched the “Lantern Award” to provide a new
incentive to bridge the gap between CAAH
At the 119th Annual Congress, it is announced that Awards and Naming Rights, introduced
$5.6 million in gifts and pledges has been advertising in non-SAR publications, reduced the
received. President General Edward F. Butler National Society’s debt by one-third, raised the
(2009-2010) was elected SARF Chairman and number of foundation grants received - including a
Compatriot William Allerton III was elected $50,000 grant from the Steele Reese Foundation to
President & Chief Operating Officer. President help SAR help teachers in the poorest school
General
ButlerIssue
quickly
districts in Kentucky improve
American History
Volume
XXXV,
3/4 seized the momentum and
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During the Appleby-Ellis Administration, the
Capital Campaign kicked off with a lead gift of $1
million from the William Drinkard Charitable
Trust Fund, secured by the leadership of President
General Roland G. Downing, a devoted colleague
and friend of Compatriot Drinkard. During his
tenure, President Barnett Ellis launched the SARF
website and produced the Foundation’s first video
detailing the Center’s construction plans with
interviews of leading citizens from Louisville,
including Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson. In
recognition of his outstanding leadership,
Compatriot Ellis was elected SARF President
Emeritus.
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districts in Kentucky improve American History
instruction, and, in May 2011, began restoration of
the Fulton-Conway Building façade thanks to a
$200,000 gift by Compatriot Lanny R. Patten and
his wife, Ann.

In an effort to share with you as much information
as possible, there is a gold mine of resource
information available at www.familytreemagazine.com.
They offer great discounts on their products and online
family history seminars. Here is just a sample of their books:

At the 121st Annual Congress, President General
Larry J. Magerkurth (2011-2012) succeeded
President General Sympson as SARF Chairman
and William Allerton III was re-elected as
President & Chief Executive Officer. Notable
achievements include, commemorating the U.S.
Constitution’s 225th with a James Madison lapel
pin and medallion as contribution incentives,
despite a meltdown of financial markets in August
2011 conducting a highly successful Annual
Appeal allowing SARF to completely retire SAR’s
debt, and completely revamping the SARF
website.

Join the Sons of the American Revolution in
Advancing America’s Heritage for succeeding
generations by keeping alive the stories of our
Founding Fathers and the heroes that won
America’s
independence.
Select
naming
opportunities are available and individual and
corporate
donations
will
be
gratefully
acknowledged. The SAR Foundation, Inc. is
classified by the IRS as an educational
organization exempt from Federal income tax
under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code. Contributions are tax-deductible to the
extent allowed by law.
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Custer’s Last CLan
“Custer Cuzns” Reunion _ New Orleans, LA (22 July 2017)
Descendants and Relatives of

Riley Oscar & Nancy (Nannie) Bell McWilliams Custer

before making a final recommendation. In the
As you can imagine, the CAOA Quilt was the
meantime, the quilt is safely stored in it’s own
center of attention at our reunion. As mentioned
air tight container (wrapped in the same
in the last News Caster, I shared with everyone
separate cloth material that it was originally
the three top choices to possibly donate the quilt
contained in). Since the reunion, we have also
to. Each of them agreed that any one of the
located at least one additional site to research.
three choices would be ideal. We also agreed to
That is the Sons of the American Revolution
share the information with those relatives those
(SAR) headquarters Genealogical Library in
who were not able to make it to this year’s
Louisville, KY. Be sure to heck out the SAR
reunion. Three of us were even talking about
article in this issue.
taking a trip and visit each of the locations
before
Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4
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Creating Family Tree Art
Have you ever thought of stepping “outside the box” and expand your creative side? Most of
us spend a good part of our hobby (life) doing genealogical research to help record a part of our
family history. Why not take the next step and bring that data (that usually ends up in a filing
cabinet and/or drawer and/or shelf in the closet or in the attack? Hopefully, the following few
pages will encourage you to create your own Family Tree Art.

So, Christmas is the most wonderful time to
Photoshop- but of course, I don't have
show your family just how "GANGSTA" you
Photoshop- so it's Microsoft Word Publisher
are with DIY. I had to come up with gifts for
for me!! It will take you more time to do it on
the type of people who have enough
Word, but I can share the steps to make your
"DOUGH" to buy whatever they need/ want!
own if you're interested- It will probably still
Perfect time to "SHOW 'EM WHAT YA
involve some trial and error on your part.
GOT!" I saw this type of family tree and
HERE ARE THE STEPS TO GET IN
thought it was just perfect for my family,
TOUCH WITH YOUR INNER CHRISTMAS
minus the $50 price tag. via I love how it
THUG;-) Get your family names and dateslooks more modern than traditional family
they can be found at places like: Family
tree art- and how from a distance it looks all
Search {that's what I used}, Ancestry.com,
abstract tree-ish but then up close and
Roots Web Open a new document- Select
personal you can see the names of several
"Word Art." I used a few different shapes to
generations of your family! My most favorite
create varied branch shapes. Once you like
part- how each tree is unique, not just because
the shape of the name- DRAG it onto your
of the individual names, but because the
desktop-I know it sounds crazy, but you won't
shapes are all different when the trees are
be able to manipulate the placement of the
done. I am pretty sure you make these with
branch unless Word reads it as an imagePhotoshopbut
of
course,
I
don't
have
right?} Open2017
Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4
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instead of text. {Major bummer, right?} Open
the word you just dragged onto you desktop,
save it, copy it, and paste into your document.
Now you can manipulate the name's
placement: change its size, spin the angle, and
place it where you would like it on the
document. {Now just do that 5 million times}
The leaves and and hearts are images I
grabbed from freeshare sources. Print- it
would be pretty on scrapbook paper, burlap,
linen paper... Oh- the order of the names!
Well, that was a little tricky to figure out- so
here's cheat sheet I made for you! This outta
save you some serious time! {I know, you're
welcome, you're welcome! ;) } Obviously this
project was time consuming with all the
copying and dragging, but it was also free.
Such is the life of a "HARD BALLER" So, if
you're a compulsive DIYer and can't stand to
pay for something you can do- then this
project is for you. Otherwise, go ahead and
click on the link for the nice gal's Etsy shopand you'll have you're self a family tree! Ohthe order of the names! Well, that was a little
tricky to figure out- so here's cheat sheet I
made for you!

Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4

This outta save you some serious time! {I
know, you're welcome, you're welcome!} I
think the fam was pretty happy with the
results- in fact I'm getting some requests for
more. You know, when I have a spare DAY to
work on it! Ha! P.S. Listening to Christmas
carols and Ol' School 90's gangsta rap
contributed to this theme. This article was
shared
from
gardenberger.blogspot.com
which was published on January 11, 2012.
http://www.fromgardners2bergers.com/2012/0
1/family-tree-word-art-tutorial.html
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Personalized 4 Generation Family Tree: Create an
heirloom with this hand drawn family tree.
Simply list your family names in the form below
and we’ll take care of the rest. You will receive a
PDF and jpg files and an 11x14 printed version.
You can request additional prints for $2.95 each
by calling our office. Please allow 1 week to
create your family tree plus the shipping time
required. Please don’t hesitate to call if you have
additional questions. Download the Family Tree
Placement Guide for positioning your information.
www.shop.lastingimpressions.com

Custom Family Tree Printable 5 Generation
Template, INSTANT DOWNLOAD, Editable
Fillable PDF Form, Genealogy Print,
Ancestry Chart, Vintage
Overview
Handmade item
Height: 8 Inches
Width: 10 Inches
https://www.etsy.com/shop/DownThePathCreations?ref=profile_shopname

A unique product and perfect anniversary gift,
JoAnn Kenny Custom Family Trees display
Mom and Dad and all their offspring and are
illustrated with significant items (working
from your supplied photos) like the family
home, church, pets interests and hobbies making your family tree an heirloom keepsake.
Every custom tree is original artwork designed
specifically for your family. Prints can be
made
for
family
members.
Trees come matted and ready to pop into a
standard sized frame. Many sizes and price
points are available. Pricing starts at $150 for
an 11 x 14". Average cost and size is $350 for
a
tree
matted
to
14
x
18".
Visit www.joannkenny.com
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I printed mine out 11x14 and wouldn't recommend
going any smaller. The names get really small and
hard to read. In fact, bigger would definitely be
better. I also framed them before giving them as
gifts.
Hope that helps get you started! And if you don't
want to make it yourself, you could always have one
made up for you. Just send me an email!

http://www.thecraftpatchblog.com/
jennifer@thecraftpatchblog.com

To form a tree shape! This version does look a little
funky because I blocked out some names so that I
would feel comfortable sharing on the internet. But I
think
you
still
get
the
idea.
I can't give you a step-by-step tutorial, but here are
some general instructions if you would like to
attempt a project like this:
1. I gathered all the names for my chart. Here are
some websites that might help you: Family Search,
Ancestry, or Roots Web. This step might require
calling grandparents or other relatives.
2. I typed each name into Photoshop and warped the
text to make the names look like branches. To warp
text, click on the tab LAYER, scroll down to the
word TYPE, and click on WARP TEXT. Then you
can choose what shape you want to warp the text to.
I chose to do all of the names using the ARCH
setting and I just made some arch up and some arch
down. This gave me the best results.
3. I created a leaf graphic (look in the custom shapes
or download clip art) and added one to the end of
each name wherever I could fit them.
4. I downloaded a digital scrapbooking paper that I
liked and used it as my background. Then when I
went to have it printed, I didn't like the look of the
background. So I ended up using sand colored
watercolor paper cut to the right size. It look much
classier that way.
Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4

Our Family Milestones Wall Art
starting at $60.00
As timeless as the seasons and strong as an oak,
this special branch of your family tree—complete
with names and milestone dates—is immortalized
on this canvas. A gift destined to be a family
treasure. Exclusively from RedEnvelope. Choose
from canvas or framed art.
Canvas is stretched over a solid wood frame.
Available in 3 sizes: Standard wrap 24"Wx18"H
or Premium gallery wrap: 16"Wx12"H or
24"Wx18"H.
Framed art is available in espresso, black or white.
Measures 14"Wx11"H.
Personalize with any title up to 25 characters, and
2 to 8 Names/Events up 16 characters and dates
for each.
Item #30233209
https://www.personalcreations.com/product/30233209?REF=PCRFeedGooglePLA_PID_30233209&ssid=4&cobrand=PCR&cvosrc=pla.google.3
0233209&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIzfzTyt-32AIVRLbACh2K7QadEAQYAiABEgI5YPD_BwE
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Note: This family history was published in 1973 and some of the information has been updated

1973
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UPDATE: I am happy to report that we have finally solved
this mystery. John M Custer SR is our direct ancestor.
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Beware of purchasing fake family crests.

My
sister
was
pregnant
with her
2nd
child.

It was
important to
show our
relationship
to General
G.A. Custer

We did not
know which
of these 2
brothers was
our direct
descendent.
Turns out it
was John M
Custer SR.
1973

This is a copy of the original Custer Family Tree that I designed and painted (water color) as a gift to my parents
way back in the (or about) 1973. I was so proud of all of the hard work I had done researching and collecting the
genealogical data on our part of the Custer lineage. Please remember that this was way before the Internet. After
Mom passed, I never ended up with the original (my sister had it and I later found out that she gave it to one of
my cousins (which I’m only mentioning to explain what inspired me to create a new one). I also wanted to
illustrate and point out some of the “things to avoid” if and/or whenever you decide to endeavor a project on your
own. I wanted to include EVERYTHING and EVERYONE and still try to make it look like a tree. I have made
some notes (with arrows) above to help point out the “lessons learned”. I’m now inspired to create a new tree
that merely focuses on my Fraternal Grandparents (Riley Oscar & Nannie Bell McWilliams) at the base and only
include their 7 sons and wives and my 1st cousins. I am researching to find photos of some of the south’s stately
oak trees and hopefully the final product will be more “life like”. I have reached out to all of my Custer Cuzns
and offered to work with each “branch” to help them design/create their own companion tree. My goal is to
share my progress in future issues of The News Caster.
Volume XXXV, Issue 3/4
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Oak Alley (New Orleans, LA)
My favorite!

A good artist pays close attention to details
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My goal (as I stated earlier) is
to create a stately oak tree to
be as realistic as possible.
Once I get the basic design
done, I will transfer it to canvas
which will become an original
acrylic painting. I will then take
the original to a professional
photographer to reproduce high
resolution prints either on high
gloss color or canvas. These
will be gifts to the rest of my
family members.

This is the first draft of my new
(updated) Custer’s Last Clan
Family Tree. This one will have
my fraternal grandparents at
the base, their 7 sons, their
wives and children.

I have offered my assistance to
work with any member of my
family to help them design their
own “companion” tree … this is
a way to get the younger
generation(s) involved.

Hopefully, it will turn out
looking something like this.

My current thought
is to show our
connection to
Paulus & Gertrude
as well as General
G.A. Custer but
have their “roots”
be underground.
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Lola Castor Thompson: Christmas 1960 - Chatty Cathy dolls the
girls were afraid of because they talked.

Carol Winter Comp: 1956--my sister and me—reminds me of a
scene from the movie 'ET.' This was well before my genealogy days.

Ken Custer with his parents (Owen Kenneth & Doris Foster Custer) _
Christmas 1971

Ed Castor: Christmas of 1950 or 1951
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The Castor Association of America
2122 E. Broadway St.
Logansport, IN 46947
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED
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